[Comparative analysis of light sensitivity, depth and motion perception in animals and humans].
This study examined how humans perform regarding light sensitivity, depth perception and motion vision in comparison to various animals. The parameters that limit the performance of the visual system for these different functions were examined. This study was based on literature studies (search in PubMed) and own results. Light sensitivity is limited by the brightness of the retinal image, which in turn is determined by the f‑number of the eye. Furthermore, it is limited by photon noise, thermal decay of rhodopsin, noise in the phototransduction cascade and neuronal processing. In invertebrates, impressive optical tricks have been developed to increase the number of photons reaching the photoreceptors. Furthermore, the spontaneous decay of the photopigment is lower in invertebrates at the cost of higher energy consumption. For depth perception at close range, stereopsis is the most precise but is available only to a few vertebrates. In contrast, motion parallax is used by many species including vertebrates as well as invertebrates. In a few cases accommodation is used for depth measurements or chromatic aberration. In motion vision the temporal resolution of the eye is most important. The ficker fusion frequency correlates in vertebrates with metabolic turnover and body temperature but also has very high values in insects. Apart from that the flicker fusion frequency generally declines with increasing body weight. Compared to animals the performance of the visual system in humans is among the best regarding light sensitivity, is the best regarding depth resolution and in the middle range regarding motion resolution.